
teachers wh· 
on public -~ ~ORUffi 

be authorities on literary values, and social science 
are authorities on social values, routinely included 
boards and committees involved in censorship? 

The NCTE has available three publications on censorship that'" Censorship and What to Do About It to our point: How Censorship Affects the School by Lee A. Burre ai By ERVIN J. GAINES Jr. (Stock No. 19009, $.35); Meeting Censorship in_the School·. Ass, b -..,.-=-.,...._· -=----- Director, Minneapolis Public Li rary Series of Case Studies (19330, $1.00); The Students' Right to Ri.! . . . (20809,$.25). We are happy to print an .article on the subjec~f The appearance of this article ma periodica~ for educators written by the Director of the Minneapolis Library, Ervin Gaines,lcomes via strange routes. My interest in censorshi~ an~ its attenan outspoken opponent of censorship who would welcome the support dant problems has largely been confined to the public_library, but of those others of us who believe that minds grow strong in the.• 1 welcome the opportunity to help m._i-ke common cause with educators exercise of confronting reality, with the help of teachers at fir on this issue. For the reader 1o•ho is not al'lare, I have been at later by themselves, strong enough to hold on to the good and to s\,arious times, chairman of what librarians call- the Intellectual exorcize the fantastic and the perverted. , freedom committee of two state library ass?ciations and of. the 

* * * * 
..., American Library Association, and I have; written on t~e subJect. . 
~for library publications. I am also active in the Minnesota Civil 

I Liberties Union. 
We'd like to call to your attention to two workshops at the Ur· . versity of Minnesota, Duluth, one on "The Teaching of the Humani-· My acquaintance with the censorship problems in schools comes ties'_' to be given by Fre~ E. H: Schroeder,. assistant professor of ~particularly from my expe 7ience as a one-!ime sch?ol b?ard ~ember English, the ?ther ?n "Cinematics" to be given· by Mrs. Carol Beat~and through national meetings on cei:isors~ip q:1estions in which. head of the Cmematics Department at Central High School in Dulutf·-educators have participated along with librarians• I am e7pecially and Anna Lee Stensland, associate professor of English and Executi aware of the concern about censorship expressed by the National s7cretary of the MCTE. For more information, write: C. M. Milbra~Council of Teachers of English, for we a~l know rather.well tha! Director of Conferences, Institutes and Special Projects, 2205 creative literature, which falls to English teachers, i 7 the prime E. 5th St., Duluth 55812. < 'target of the purists who would keep education uncontaminated, and 

1 • t 1 II t i• 1e II by "uncontaminated" we would have to mean, u tima e Y, s er • 
* * * * 

For the purposes of this short essay, I will confine my obser-. A s~lection. of essays in criticism by undergraduate English 1 vations to the area of obsceni !Y, not _be~ause o~ any lack of conma~ or 7 m the liberal arts colleges of the 7ta!e is printed ii:1 tJ,cern for the ~oli tical ai:1d soc~al preJudices w~ich entangle the this issue. Focused on post-World War II fiction, the selection· teaching of history, social science and other idea-related courses, r~presents the choice of the undergraduates themselves and we hope' but because there are no legal sanctions in the Uni!e~ States will serve to demons~rate not only the range of attitudes but also! concerning them. Certainly teachers and s 7hool admii:iist 7ators !he level of accomplishment of our students. In a subsequent '· can be rather gun-shy when the anti-Communist boys. ride ii:1to t?wn issue of ~E_~, the selection from this February's Conference on j firing their patriotic pistols at radical, un-American doings in post-World War II poetry will appear. Knowing how galvanizing itl_social science cl~sses, but I think i! important to make the very 
7an b: to :1s all, a1:1d the more so to our students, to see ourselv[lj~_emphatic distinction between what society merely g~bles ~b?ut in print (in the grip of this passion, these preamblings have be~rand what society has managed to make illegal. Certain political p~cking :1P ~ileage), we would ~ike teachers on all levels to con-~ and social views can stimulate substantial co:1nter-react~ons and sider th;s J?u~al as. a potential so1;1rce of publication for theirJ even punishments, but only through the. mechani 7ms of social pres-students writing as well as for their own. How about a set of sures. The law does not require sanctions against teachers for spoofs on tired old subjects ("What I Did on My Summer Vacation" j' giving ''bad" political books to students; only craven administracombined with "My Favorite Pet")? Our next issue will be devoted/· tors and school boards do that. to the writings of elementary school children. 

* * * * 
Sex is different. The statute books are filled with laws 

relating to sex. Those laws are a confusion o~ contradictions: 
i They range over a wide spectrum of human behavior, and ~he punishTom Walton, of John F. ~ennedy Elementary School in Ely, has \ ments they mete out to offenders are often_s:vere •. It_is not agreed to serve as book reviewer for elementary school materials,1 1 without its irony that the one natural activity which is the cen-and will do his next review on Weston Woods publications. tral concern of life, and indeed which is essential for the 
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continuation and propagation of life should have so many rest • 
• 1 d • t Th • • ric-tions pace upon i . e mere existence of so many laws is 1 

quent testimony to the importance which men and women attach~ a-
sexual behavior patterns. 0 

This makes the life of the honest and modern teacher or lib
rarian awkward. If he does what he thinks the situation calls for, 
he may find himself blown sky-high at the next school board meeting. 
rf he acts circumspectly, he is being dishonest in his professional 

It is only a mild exaggeration to say that sex is about as life and has to subsist on a crippled conscience while he helps to 
nea~ly illegatl a7 the ingenuity of men can make it. Fortunately ; ,perpetrate the myth that sex is a dirty little secret. 
we o manage o ignore most of the legal strictures, and fortu- 1,. 
nately society really tend~ to wink at most of the transgressions 1· And so, ~plendid b~oks. for young people lik~ Cat~her in the 
unless there are other social values involved. If it were not Rye and To Kill ~ Mockingbird are constantly being sidetracked by 
I am sur? that nearly every adult in the United States could beso, tlie pressures exerted by the pure in heart and the dead in spirit. 
f~und guilty of some illegality at some time in his life. But • • sex, alas, is not legal or respectable in print and conversation, 
since we cannot all condemn ourselves to jail, we tend to raserv whatever may be happening in the real world. Obviously society is 
the ~anctions of !he law for special purpose attacks on people e ·overcoming it~ inhib~tions, ~ut the process is sl~w, and many good 
who get out of line"_for other reasons. The Kinsey reports mad people are being bruised during the passage from ignorance to en-
th • b h e<l • . e point a out! e ext?nt and depth of iHegal sexual activity ~lightenment. 
in rather emphatic fashion, and the statistics the Kinsey re- ,,,. 
searchers produced are impressive. l But the question of legality is of prime importance. A wise 

-.early pioneer in the civil rights movement once said to me, "You 

j can do nothing if the law is not on your side." The misfortune The class patterns of sexual misbehavior are not without 
their in!erest. Criminal penalties for sexual crimes are nearly 
a~l con~ined_to the lower status groups in our society. Abor
tio~s, in spite of_the severe ~enalties they invite, are freely 
available to the higher economic groups. These observations are 
almost self-evident. The purpose in making them at all in the 
context of this article is to point out their importance in a 
teaching situation. 

., that hurts the educational process is that the law is not always 
clearly on the side of the educator when sex is the issue surroun-

-f:,tding a book or a classroom subject. In this regard the Supreme 
I court of the United States has pushed forward the barriers of 

·• freedom of expression a good deal, but the problems for the teacher 
and the school librarian have not been solved at the same rate 

I that the problems for the author, the publisher and the bookseller 
have been solved. 

Public employees live closer to the Vesuvius of social punish-
men! than do men and women privately employed. Teachers and lib- , It is still a good question as to how far a teacher or a school 
ranans as a subspecies of the genus honi.o pliblkus are the most f librarian can go without running afoul of the law. Actually, at 
vulnerable of all because they are in constant association with t1•the time of this writing Minnesota law is pretty liberal, but there 
children. Hence, in their personal deportment and in their hand- ·I( is sufficient doubt in the lay mind to cause school boards and 
ling. of information, th.ey are expected to conform to standards not! .a, school administrations to be cautious beyond all reason. And the 
required of others, and it not infrequently happens that the classroom teaching suffers as a result. 
severest critics of schools and libraries demand performance : 
standards to which the critics themselves do not adhere. In the 1967 session of the Minnesota legislature,a particu-

larly bad obscenity bill was proposed and came within an eyelash 
. Coming now to literature, and the concerns of teachers, we of passing. One of the enduring curiosities to me was the almost 

'total absence of support of school pebple in fighting the bill. 
The bulwark of opposition was the Minnesota Library Association 
which lobbied vigorou~ly at the state capitol and back in the home 
districts to bring about the defeat of the bill. One PTA repre
sentative assist.ed, but there was no organized PTA reshtance. 
Professor Allen was on hand to assist us. But not a single pro-

find ourselves in a delicate situation wherein we must try to 
balance between what we know to be true and what the conventions 
demand. Any teacher who is half alert knows that two trends are 
observabie: first, that the available literature is growing ever, 
mor7 frank and open; second that the children are learning more 
:apidly and more soundly than ever before what this sexual thing 
is al~ about. We know also that creative literature, in coming 
to grips honestly with human dilemmas, must involve itself in 
sexual themes. To compound the teacher's difficulties the kinds 
of reticence and inhibition that are our Victorian heritage are 
dropping away ver~ rapidly at the lower end of the _age spectrum, 

1, fessional teachers organization, not a school superintendent or 
board member in the entire state voiced any audible protest. It 
was as though the great, powerful education establishment either 
was asleep or did not care. 

s~ that the conflict between old and young is increasing in inten~ 
si ty, and the school is the battleground. • 
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What I am really saying is that if the educators will "turn 
on" and show some concern for what is impeding their freedom to 
teach in the sensitive areas involving sex, they can secure once 
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and for all their right at least to be free of an fear 
attacks ?n what t~ey do. Then if they will organize to ?f ~ega,;t 
that ~heir governing boards and administrative personnel1ns1st . 
them in establishing the necessary sanctuary in the l"b support' 
the classr?o~, the disheartening kinds of cowardice t~a~a;y and~1 
s~hool_off1~1als to run for cover at the sign of the fir ause 
t1on will disappear. If there are schools where there hst oppos~ 
no parental protests about Johnny's or Mary's reading t~ve bee, 
pr?bably schools which have yielded the field without' f?se a,{ 
which have reduced their curricular offerings to the r:qu :g~t w 
pab~lum acceptable to the thoughtless and fearful element~s1fte 
society. o ou, 

• 
I have been impressed by the evidence that public lib • 

have b~en~ on the whole, far more successful than the sch~~ria~~ 
:~~a~l:sh1ng their rights to stock the reading materials th~; 1

~, 

_1n imp?rtant to society, even where children are ex osed 
Min~e~pol1s Public Library, by action of its Board ha~ t • :'h' 
policies that make this possible· first that h'·1d wo maJo 
the f h 1 "b • ' a c 1 can have -run° t e 1 rary; second, that the child's reading is th' 
parent's responsibility, not the library's. e 

. Certainly, schoo~s are in a somewhat different circumstanci· 
in so far as school 1s mandatory rather than optional but with 
;ome thought applied to the matter, all schools could,be made 

:ee to g? as far ~s the more liberal elements in the communit •
1 

will p~rm1t, allowing the more conservative elements to be ex-y 
c~sed if they 7o_desire. But when the least liberal opinion 
dictates the l1m1t of the curriculum for all. then· t 
values are bound to be lost. ' impor ant 

There should be good v· k · ' lib , d. , igorous _ outspo en books in our schoo, ; 
r:r~es, 1rty words and all, sex scenes and all and school • 

~~ope sh?uld_work hard to get the kind of support'which says ~ 
al~n:ate~1:l 1~ here f?r those who want it. Others can leave' it,\ 

• . ~ u~ er no circumstance can a minority decide for all' 
Th~ po;1t 1on is re~so~able and defensible, and if teachers will • ,1 

ma_ e c ear that this is where. they stand the results cannot hel •,i. 

betg good. But systematic exclusion of the controversial book~i\ 
on Y prolongs the agony of waiting for sodal change. t '' • 

. The 1969 session of the legislature will be critical 
~~;:s abou:.o~scene_boo~s wi~l be introduced. My predic~io~a~~ J'I 

som~ in of b:11 17 going to be enacted into law. If schoJ 
people will stand with librarians on the issue we can at 1 
assure that whatever passes will be reasonable' and endurabl:as!r: !e> 

;:n~~~i::s~~:c~hat p~b li~ ins ti tution 7 are protected from crimin" 
still h"t th lmay e aimed at the dirty book store but which mi 1 ~ c assroom teacher or school librarians. At least 
~~:gt~yve: ;~}tn school people take, they should not be 50 appal~j 

in 1 erent or apathetic as they were in 1967. 
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The Loss of Metaphor: Some Thoughts on 
the Teaching of Language-and-Literature 

By DUDLEY FLAMM 
St. Olaf College, Northfield 

I The Problem and Its Precincts 

Somewhere between the time when a tiny child says "Daddy" or 
"Mommy," and in that word expresses attitudes of dependence, secur
ity, and also a delight in the utterance itself, and that later 
time when he might write "the aforesaid contacting of the parties, 
being the real issue economywise," a loss in the use of metaphor 
and in the metaphorical sense of the world has taken place. 

What I mean by metaphor in this essay is not merely the 
narrow sense of a particular figure of speech, but the assignment 
of value by implicit comparison or association to the objects of 
reality, and accordingly to those words that are symbols for these 
objects. Perhaps the usage will be clearer when I say that I am 
concerned with the loss of the connotative aspect of words, the 
infringement upon them by presumably denotative language, that 
results in a loss in the connotative (metaphoric) activity of the 
mind. ( Just as readily available are the terminology distinctions 
of Cassirer and Langer, i.e., symbol and sign; or Burke's contrast 
of the language of poetry with the language of science. To some 
degree, I employ all of these terms in the hope that an eclectic 
terminology will allow my argument a wider range.) Nor should the 
phrase "metaphorical view of life" puzzle anyone. By this I mean 
onl), a view that forms relationship~ between ideas as well as be
tween things in a connotative and thus imaginative way, and that 
assigns value by this process. In other words, the metaphorical 
view assigns humanistic values where the purported objective 
realism of science cannot. Furthermore, the metaphorical sense 
is ah imperative for language skills that occupy a large part of 
all human life, and for this reason any weakening of it is a 
matter· of general concern rather than merely a poet's problem. 

As difficult as it is to determine whether our age of realism 
and its emphasis on technology is the cause or result of the loss 
o:f metaphor, it does seem possible to suggest that the indirect 
t~ough pervasive influence of a technologically oriented civili
z~tion might elevate the language of science over the language of 
poptry. In some measure, this is what I believe has happened. 
I 4:lo not wish to redress the balance by crying down the one and 
p:?1ising the other, but rather by suggesting that the failure to 
un"erstand the language of poetry has been accompanied by a loss 
of ~competence to use any language, including that of science. 
The loss of a metaphorical sense of language is finally responsi
ble for failures in writing skills even when these are brought to 
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